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Abstract

A general problem that is common to all of the above
approaches is the resolution of heterogeneities caused by
tbe autonomous, distributed, heterogeneous data sources.
Heterogeneities occur at several levels: (i.) Semantic level

The availability of multiple

heterogeneous,
autonomous, distributed data sources containing related
information has created a need for integrated access to
these information systems. Heterogeneous/multi-database
systems address this issue when the component data

sources

are database systems- Resolution

and schema level heterogeneity: This occurs with the
same

heterogeneities for integrated access reguires discovering

and managing certain tlpes of knowledge/facts. A
generally accepted methodology or approach for
managing this knowledge and information is lacking in
research and industry. In this paper, we provide a
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managing knowledge for interoperable
heterogeneous database systems. The
framework uses knowledge bases at the integration and
component sites. Sample schemas of these knowledge
bases are presented. A multi-database prototype system
utilizing the techniques presented in this paper is being
framework

access

to

for

SQL and interfaces such as
by

acquisition

Introduction

access

to this data/information.

many different frameworks

Heterogeneous/multi-

l2l, a

These different approaches can be classified into three
main groups: (i.) Global schema approach ([] and
others) creates a global schema./view over the component
database systems that capture the union of the information

content of the component schemas; (i.) Federated
database approach ([a] and others) exports schemas of
distributed database and integrates with the local schema
to provide the necessary views for the local users; and
(11i.) Multidatabase language approach ([3] and others)
provides powerful multidatabase languages for querying a
group of non-integrated schemas.
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is used for
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and

manipulation of meta-data. In [4], a semantic dictionary is
proposed for this purpose. In [5] ontologies are utilized
for knowledge reconciliation. In [10], a global thesaurus
is discussed as a means for storing the meaning of terms
and resolving semantic heterogeneity. In this paper, we
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homogenizing

knowledge in a modular and efficient way is crucial for
building interoperable database systems. A multitude of
approaches can be found in literature for this purpose. In

on this issue resulting in

for

a

semantic relationships between constructs of the different
database schemas (t61). The management of this

The availability of multiple independently developed
databases containing related information and networks
that interconnect them, has created a need for integrated

'

developing

heterogeneous distributed data sources. In this paper, we
consider knowledge management techniques for resolving
these types of conflicts.
A key issue for resolving sernantic heterogeneity is the

developed.

database research has focused

ODBC/JDBC.

Semantic/schema level heterogeneity is usually resolved
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1.

real-world objects and concepts being represented in

different databases using multitude of data models and
user perspectives; (ii.) Database, platform and network
level heterogeneity: This occurs due to the use ofdifferent
DBMSs, networks and platforms at the distributed sitesThe heterogeneities of platform and database tool level
have been addressed in the industry using technologies
such as CORBA, standardized query languages such as

of

describe knowledge management techniques used in
MSemODB (tSl), a multidatabase prototype system being
built by us.

discusses techniques for knowledge
with an application for database

This paper
management

interoperabiliry. The contributions of this paper include:
(i-) a framework for managing knowledge in a distributed,
heterogeneous, autonomous database environment (which
is discussed in Section 2); (ii.) knowledge management
techniques at the component database sites (which is

described

in Seclion 3); and (iii.)

knowledge

at the global site for database
interoperability (presented in Section 4). Finally,
management techniques

concluding remarks are provided in Section 5-
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2.

Knowledge Management Framework

architecture described above is SemWrap- The knowledge

A well-known approach for database interoperability
is presented in figure l. The schemas of component
database systems are transformed

into a canonical

base schema of SemWrap is discussed in Section 3.
hagaioo,lXaovlcdge Recorciliatior Sic
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Figu€ l. A well-kmwn architecbre for global
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approach

model and exported to the Integration/Knowledge
for the creation of globaUfederated
schemas and views for querying. The schema
transformation phase resolves conflicts caused by the
different data models of component databases. Also, a
Reconciliation site

3oopouen Sire
(b.)

canonical data rnodel provides a uniform c;uery facility for
each component site. This allows for less complex query

processing techniques

Fprc

2. (a.) Ilghlevel rchitectual comporenrs for CompoDeDt Site (b.)
High-level ilcbjtectml comporeDts for the lotegradoilKnowledge

Recorriliation Site

at the Integration/Knowledge

Reconciliation site.
Recently, wrappers have been developed ([9] and
others) for performing schema transforming and query

translation tasks

at tie

component sites.

At

At the Integration/Knowledge Reconcilintion site,
heterogeneities that occur due to a multitude of
homogeneous database schemas are resolved- The

the

knowledge required for resolving such heterogeneities are
discussed in [6]. In Section 4, we present a knowledge
base schema that captures this information content.

lntegration/Knowledge Reconciliation site, users are
presented with integrated views/schemas for accessing
multiple data sources in a uniform data model and query
language. The resolution of conflicts at component and

3.

integration sites requires acquiring and managing
kaowledge and meta-data. The framework, discussed

captures

site

database schema and its transformed schema. This
information is crucial for both schema transformation and

the

component and integration sites respectivelyschemas and relevant meta-data
are imported and transformed into the canonical data
model by the Schema Loader & Transformer component.

query translation. Also, semantic enrichrnent of the
transformed schemas (which includes incorporating

At the component site,

context information) may be induded into the knowledge

base. However,

These meta-data and schema mapping information are
stored in the Knowledge Base- The KDBTooUSemantic

this may differ according to

the

methodology used for semantic heterogeneity resolution
and hence not included in our presentation ofthe schema.
In this section, we describe the schema of a knowledge
base used in SemWrap. SemWrap is a wrapper over
component relational databases providing a Semantic

Enichment component interacts with the DBA for
advanced knowledge acquisition and conflict resolution
processing. The transformed schemas including the

relevant meta-data are exported to

the following information: (i.)

component
database schema; (ii.) traruformed database schema; and
(iii.) mapping information between the component

below, extends the architecture (presented in Figure 1) by
inhoducing the use of knowledge bases at the different
sites (i.e- integration and component sites)- Figure 2(a)

and 2(b) depict the high-Ievel architecture at

Knowledge Management at Component Site

The knowledge base schema at the component

the

Binary Object-oriented Data Model (Sem-ODM) [7]

Integration/Knowledge Reconciliation site. Query
Translator component translates queries posed on the
transformed schema of the canonical data model into
semantically equivalent queries of the component
database schema. A \ry'rapper developed using the

interface. Hence, the component schemas are relational
schemas and transformed schemas have a Semantic

Binary Object-oriented Data Model, Sem-ODM is a
powerful expressive data model capable of capturing
advance complex modeling constructs and hence, we used
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a

Semantic Database Engine (Sem-ODB) [8J as the

Ievel categories between transformed schema

storage medium of the knowledge base.

Sem-ODM consists

of

and

comPonent schema.

category, which may be

inherited and relation, which is a relationship between

(a)

categories. Figure 3 (a.) presents the meta-schema of

Sem-ODM. Graphically, the rectangles represenr
categoies. The dashed-arrow represents 1SA links
(inheritance/super-category subcategory relationships).

The dashed-arrows point from sub-category to supercategory. The anibute.s of a particular category are
placed in the respective category rectangle with ranges
placed after the

":"

f.---*r*l
crrEconv

(semi-colon). The thick (non-dashed)

I

arrows represent relations between categories. The
cardinalities and constraints of relations are represented
inside brackets-

I

o.)

As shown in Figue 3 (a.), the primary constructs of
Sem-ODM are CATEGORYs and RELATIONs. A
CATEGORY can be either ABSTMCT or CONCRETE.
ABSTMCT CATEGORYs represent objects that are
explicitly created representing real-world concepts, ideas
or objects. CONCRETE CATEGORYs represents printable
values- Subcategories of CONCRETE CATEGORY are
not shown in this figure due to space limitations. A
RELATION is a mapping between objects in the domain
to objects in the range- A REIATION having a range of a
CONCRETE CATEGORY is also termed an attribute of
the domain.
The meta-schema

shown

of a relational

in Figure 3 (b.). This

TABLEs, FIELDs which belong

database schema is

sub-schema contains

to

tables and their

respective DATAWPE* Primary and foreign keys are
represented by categories PRIMARY KEY FIELD and
FOREIGN KEY FIEI,D respectively- The functional
dependencies are represented by relation refers-to. This
sub-schema is self-explanatory and will not be discussed
further.
The subschema shown in Figure 3(c.) represents the

lffi-] W,tr:l..;Iml

mapping information among the transformed and
component schemas. Categories META OBJECT and
COMPONENT META OBIECT are the same categories
represented in Figure 3(a.) and 3(b.). It is significant to

l rfft:":::

note that category META OBJECT is not directly derived

from COMPONENT META OBJECT, instead

category VIEW META OBJECT. VIEW META OBJECT is
categorized to coMPoNENT META OBJECT and VIEW

is firther categorized to

categories VI RT U A L CAT EG

O

RY, V I RTa AL

R

cosporent shefila (relatioml scbem)-

4. Knowledge Management

E I"4T I O N

and VIRWAL ATTRIBUTE. This is due to the fact that
usually a transformed META OBJECT cannot be directly
derived from COMPONENT META OBJEC?- due to the
heterogeneities that may occur in the different
representations. For instance, a relation in transformed
schema is derived from a functional dependency in the
component schema. This is represented by category

VIRTUAL REIATION. Likewise, different types of
heterogeneities are resolved with the addition of middle-

rca (n t,

Figrc 3. (a) Meta-rcbem of SeTODM (b.) Meta-scbero fu a rcIatioml
databe (c.) Mapping fiom u-sf()lred $heaa (SeGODM rcbem) ro

from

SPECIFICATION, which

I l,usctbt u,,huu:st,ins | | wc*asota
lryPe:sdnsad
I
t

Ity*or,on1t
I
bmg:snht
I
|

at

Integration/

Knowledge Reconciliation Site
The beterogeneities between a set of Sem-ODM
schemas are resolved at the Integration/Knowledge

Reconciliation site. This process requires (i.)
identification of semantic relations between constructs of
component schemas; (ii.) acquiring means for
determining object equivalences for related constructs;
and (iii-) determining boundary conditions of related
entities. The knowledge base at IntegrationlKnowledge
Reconciliation site focuses on the storage of these types
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of

knowiedge. The concepts mentioned-above

6.

are

described in detail in [6] and hence not discussed in this
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